Thank you for downloading the demo of the Automated Working
Memory Assessment.
The AWMA uses sound files so you must ensure that the volume is turned up on your
PC. In the first subtest there are no pictures only sounds, in the second subtest there
are pictures and sounds.
To move through the items within a subtest use the right and left arrows on your
keyboard when prompted (the prompts appear in the bottom left hand corner of the
screen).
This is only a demonstration of the program. The complete kit includes an
administration manual and scorebook providing correct answers throughout the
program.

Frequently Asked Questions
I’ve started up the program but nothing has happened – all I can see is a blank screen.
Check the volume on your PC. Some of the tests are sound only, so the screen is blank but
the tests are auditory.
How do I move on to the next item within a subtest?
The program does not automatically move through the items – the examiner is required to
press the right or left arrows on the keyboard when prompted on the bottom left hand corner
of the screen.
How do I test a new individual once I've started to complete report details?
Click on the 'Reset' button on the right hand side of the screen to clear all information from
'Report Details' as well as all test scores.
How do I reset all of the scores to zero?
Click on the 'Reset' button on the right hand side of the screen. This button will also clear all
information from 'Report Details' on the left hand side of the screen.
Can I export the result to Microsoft Excel?
You can also export the results to Microsoft Excel by clicking on the 'Export to Excel' button
on the right hand side of the screen. This will allow you to save the raw scores on your

computer. You may wish to select a folder to save this in. You can then open the Excel file
directly from the folder you saved it in or after opening Microsoft Excel and selecting the
'Open' option under the 'File' tab.
Is it possible to use the reverse rule in practice trials?
This feature is also present in the practice trials so that you can go back to an easier practice
level if necessary.

